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NTRODUCTION

It is a truism that theory should underpin practice and vice versa. This
aphorism relies on the simple logic that both private and public actions are likely
:o be more effective where accurately informed about past, present and future
:onditions, and the processes that create them. In return, theoretical ideas may
'*ell be better developed where acquainted with the messiness of practice.

This assertion is particularly important for the ANZRSAI which differs from
nost of its Regional Science counterparts in that a large number of its members
rormulate and implement regional policy professionally. Of course, they want to
understand regional conditions and development processes, which is Regional
Science's traditional focus, but they are also interested in (a) how to make theory
less abstract and more relevant to their needs and (b) more effective policy
Cevelopment and implementation. Thus the ANZRSAI provides a unique

umbrella for a mutual learning process melding together a wide variety of
different perspectives.

Not surprisingly, much of the Association's academic work tends to focus on

rhe important tasks of documenting regional conditions and well-being and of
explaining regional growth and change processes. This work is eminently
defensible, but, from a practitioner perspective, it often says little about how to
rranslate this less than water-tight knowledge into public policy. The deficiencies
that practitioners confront are three-fold:
. the assumptions of many economic models are far too abstract from the real-

world circumstances in which practitioners find themselves
. they also down-play the very variables that make economic development

happen at the local level - leadership, invention, innovation, entrepreneurship,

social values of thrift, trust, etc., and
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. there is little understanding of the political - bureaucratic process :-e
translates understanding into action.

This paper considers briefly the nature and dimensions of these ---=
difficulties, which lie at the edges of mainstream Regional Science, and. -: I
sense, represents a plea for their wider inclusion. It cannot be compreheiis:' :
rather, the discussion employs selective (and perhaps somewhat eci3.-: :

illustrations that reflect the writer's personal interests and experiences over nr"
years. Towards the end, we consider briefly the prospects of an integrated r:=:-
of regional policy focusing on both policy development and implemenu::r
components, an overdue task in the writer's opinion. Long experience sug-:.s:

that considerable regional development effort is wasted in pursuing unreasoca: d

aims in amateur ways - often because Regional Science knowledge is itself at :e;
partial, because practitioners have an inadequate theoretical background o: :':
constraining polity in which they operate, and because their politicai -,:
bureaucratic masters make almost impossible demands.

TIIE DEFICIENCIES

Excessive Abstraction

The first of the three difficulties that the practitioner has in translatr.:
Regional Science into policy is that economic development models tend ::
abstract too much from the real-world circumstances in which practitioners fi:-:
themselves. Typically they omit or down-play such important variables as:

. the local availability of resources, which are themselves to some extr.:
s o c i al ly, c ultur al ly or t e c hnol o gi c al ly de t erm ine d

. geography - the relative accessibility of places determined by the friction ::
distance imposed by transport and telecommunications technologl

especially as perceived by those involved
. demographic change brought about by the interplay of people's evolving life-

style preferences, immigration policy (especially in Australia), and medica.

science
. dramatic changes in citizen's lifestyle tastes and preferences that ar:

influenced by shifting moralities or conceptions of individual and collectir e

responsibility, as well as growing average personal wealth. Economics as

'science' finds it very difficult to include such matters without destroying it
foundations

. shifts in the cost and availability of capital determined by such matters as

government monetary and budgetary policy, domestic savings rates, or the

efficiency of increasingly international capital markets
. the scope of international treaties in respect of trade, environment, labour, or

industry policy. Industry policy includes research and development

incentives, public purchasing strategies, subsidies & tariffs, and the structure

and incidence of taxes - all increasingly scrutinised by such international

trades bodies as the WTO and, in the Pacific region, APEC' This issue is
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crucially important to regional development in Australia where the External
Affairs powers of the Commonwealth Government have been extended
massively in the last two decades by new interpretations of the High Court,
and that Government has become much more internationalist.
Note the importance of changing technologies, and people's reactions to them,

in shaping these variables. Note, too, how much they are interrelated. This is not
to disparage academic modelling which can be particularly valuable in
elucidating the essence of economic development process by stripping away the
'random background noise' of the real world. However, it is often these social,
political, and environmental components of reality, as much as economic
processes, that define and constrain what we might term the practitioners'
development possibility frontier'. The inherent instalitity of the social and the
oolitical, especially when married to large-scale changes in technology and
regional comparative advantage, creates major diffrculties for static models.

Omission of Action Oriented Variables

The second class of deficiency is that such economic models tend to down-
clay the crucial action-oriented variables that make economic development
rappen at the local level: leadership, entrepreneurship, invention and innovation,
:erworking, and the social values of family ties, thrift, trust, etc. Taken together,
:hese attributes facilitate Schumpeter's (19a3) 'gale of creative destruction' - his
lefinition of the impact of modern capitalism - and lead to the seeming paradox
:hat vibrant and sustainable local economies have to reinvent themselves
:ontinually to keep ahead of their competitors.

Two obvious reasons why leadership is generally missing from economic
ireory are its slippery nature and rarity (Sorensen and Epps, 1996). We know it
'*hen we see it, but leaders fit a wide variety of behavioural and functional
:oulds - often uniquely tailored to the problem and its context (Gardner, 1990).
:{igl quality leadership of the kind that can effectively revive and regenerate a

-gional economy is also such a rare quality that is difficult to factor into
ronomic theory. Yet case study and anecdote tell us that leadership can be a
:n:cial determinant of local development by identifuing the cause of problems,
:eveloping effective solutions, and marketing them to their communities. This

-alisation has led several tiers of Australian Government to play the leadership
:ard as part of their regional development policy. For example, the Keating
: ederal Government included a leadership component in its Working Nation
::ogram (Keating, 1994>, the New South Wales State Government also
:nphasises leadership in its current Mainstreet program, and Queensland has a
1'rral Leadership and Business Development Program (Gillard et al.,1996).

However, the first two of these programs arguably embody a fundamental

-isunderstanding of the nature, origin, and role of leadership, for they
:corporate the strange notion that bringing prominent regional businessmen,
-:cal government councillors and community activists together in regional
:.:mmittees somehow enhances t}le mass and quality of leadership. In practice,
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effective regional leadership appears to fit no one model in terms of circurn-.-: :
and response (Judd and Parkinson, 1990). The writer's own studies of the:-:.: :

of effective leadership in Central Queensland reveal dramatically conr3-i-:{
experiences: authoritarian approaches in Longreach and collective approac:-3i f,

Gladstone. Good quality leadership is also difficult to spot beforehand - ::-':
often than not it just happens - which makes it difficult to incon--e
systematically in our economic models.

Good entrepreneurs are effectively commercial leaders who invigor?r3 - -r3.
economies by taking risks to seize and develop a profitable comrn3::;:.
opporhrnity. The greatest rewards tend to come from innovations in produ:- :
services, while willingness to innovate is, to some extent, directly related :: =
magnitude of the expected rewards. Innovatory capacity and reward expec'::,:r
are, at least in part, socially or culturally determined and, consequentl). :trr
would expect their number and impact to be concentrated in some places -:
than others. This is obviously the case in Silicon Valley and its paralle..
Boston, North Carolina, and elsewhere (Kanter, 1995). As with leade:s:
classical Regional Science has difficulty building entrepreneurship into its n:c,:,
in a way that yields verifiably accurate forecasts that might guide policl' a::.::
The study of entrepreneurship is more the province of case studies i:- -:r
management literature and the discursive political economy approaches c: :*
Austrian School (Berger, l99l; Lydall, 19921, Kirzner, 1973). The ke1 p.. ;
question, then, is just how does one create a society or community that *'elcc-,:-
innovation, embraces entrepreneurs, and rewards their efforts? Given tha: =level and effectiveness of entrepreneurship is also culturally determined :_ :
significant degree, there is precious little to guide public policy.

The issue of business networking has attracted some academic atte:-.:: --
(Coleman and Jacek, 1989; Saxenian, l99l; Howard and Hine, 1997; see i .

Kanter, 1995), partly, one suspects, because it is measurable and partly becau_< :
is a surrogate for leadership and entrepreneurship - both of which t)?ic. '

involve extensive networking in modern democratic capitalist societies. Hou'e', =
the promotion of business networks comes across as something of a second :rr
means of either remedying or circumventing deficiencies in leadership -t
entrepreneurship. This author considers that nemrorking is a necessary but :,,:'
sufficient condition for effective regional development and, although it r-:
encourage a degree ofentrepreneurship, it is really no substitute for it.

This must be the right moment to introduce Fukuyama's (1996) impon-.
ideas on community trust as an important variable shaping economic systems. H:
argues that the extent to which people can trust the actions of people with ui::,:
they deal influences the structure of business in nations. In his view, high r*r
societies like Japan, Germany, the United States, and other English-speali::.:
countries tend to develop larger scale corporate structures than low trust societ:si
like China, France or Italy, where small scale family firms tend to dominate ::*
industrial landscape. In short, Fukuyama is saying that business networks can ra.r.:

different forms in different countries according to their social norms and. '-
particular, the degree of inter-personal trust external to and within the fami.'.
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Coleman's and Jacek's (1989) edited collection covers similar ground with
:espect to business associations in different countries.

Other aspects of social organisation that may have development implications
rnclude:
. the extent of workforce unionisation - high unionisation and its collective

culture has been seen as a growth deterrent in such Australian industrial cities
as Newcastle, Wollongong, and Geelong, and

. the extent of a society's individual or collective thinking - in the Australian
context, contrast Aboriginal Culture which is highly spiritual, conservative
small town attitudes, and the high-speed, atomistic, and cosmopolitan
lifestyles of the larger cities.
Given that social nonns therefore vary regionally within countries, the

::rplications could be quite startling: regional development strategies should
::obably differ from place to place according to their social complexions.

P o I itic aI-B ureaucratic Pro ces s es

Finally, regional development theories and models usually offer little analysis
:: rhe critical political - bureaucratic processes that translate understanding into
r::ion. This is a veritable minefield of powerful and conflicting theoretical ideas

::nved from economics, political science, sociology, moral philosophy and

:-'ervhere. Let us start with some general observations about the nature of society
- .*hich regional development policy is embedded. Australia, like many western

::nocracies, comprises a large number of competing interest groups, much as

::scribed by Olson (1971, 1982), which strive to influence politicians to adopt

:er private agendas. Thus the public agenda is determined, at least in part, by the

r.r$Br of rent seeking interest groups and not necessarily by objective problems
i:-: rational analysis of problem cause - even supposing this were possible in the

-::t of previously discussed theoretical deficiencies. However, Tullock (1989)
-geniously demonstrates that such rent-seeking behaviour is typically much less

:^::r would expect on the basis of the rewards available. This he puts down to
rierestimation of the rent available, the failure of voters to recognise that they
re being 'ripped off, a theory of 'efficient rent seeking' that might entail
:r-:nounced diseconomies of scale, a free-rider problem among the potential rent
!€(ers, or perhaps moral qualms on the part of the beneficiaries. His hypothetical
:r-- of the fate of the Tullock Economic Development Program should interest

=:...nal analysts (pp. I 8- I 9).
However, the Public Choice and Rational Actor Political Theory (RAPT)

.::rols to which Tullock's analysis perhaps belongs tends to ignore politics'
: : =l dimensions - the notion that politicians seek loftier goals than merely

:z:irg in votes and stitching together winning coalitions of interests or that
:::rs seek other than pure self interest (Brennan and Hamlin, 1997). In parallel,

:.:e are calls for the inclusion of ethics in economic discourse (e'g.

-::enewegen,1996) somewhat in violation of what philosophers know as Hume's

-''". This can be risky if ethics enter endogenously into otherwise positive
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economic analysis without suitable qualification or explanation. The inclus :: :,

ethics and morals in economic analysis tends to make it a normative art rar--r i;
political economy or ideology) rather than a science.

It is worth remembering that ideologies of the role of government in e::::=
and society - see for example Olsen's (1988) elegant 2 x2matrix of gor.e-_*=m
types with rtxes representing social cohesion and government control -:.s"r
played a large role in the history of regional development policy. Incide:-:. '

this typology is almost identical to that in Coleman and Jacek (1989, p.5). K:.:nr
provided the academic justification for public acceptance of gor.e-_:*
responsibility for regional well-being in the US, the UK and elsewhere _- :r
1930s. conversely, that responsibility was curtailed in the 1980s as Ker:=,;r
orthodoxy lost its 50 year battle with the Hayekian inspired Austrian Scho: rr(
was replaced in many countries by the doctrine of small government. r:.1-i,fi
forces, self-help, and user pays. This climate has encouraged the withdra; i :-

superior tiers of government from regional development policy as witnes=": :
the (Australian) Howard Government's virhral abandonment of the field s-- _--.
after its election win in 1996. For details of ideologically driven sh::-. :
Australian regional problems and policy approaches consult Higgins and za; --u.
(1989) or Hansen et al. (1990).

Political systems may be dysfunctional for a host of other reasons. Aus=- ,

three year electoral cycle means that political parties are almost always in ele:: :r
mode, trying to stitch together winning coalitions of interest and compror:: -: i
optimal policy in the process. Regional development strategy often has a i::.i
possibly ten years or three electoral cycles - lead time before pay-off occur-<. . ?
changes in party of government and in party platform mean that it is diffic:.: --

maintain a single program for any length of time. Nor is it easy to retai:. :r
electorate's attention when they cannot see policy outcomes over a long :-::
period, if at all given the slow incremental nature of policy outcomes.

Even if we accept considerable government responsibility for prorn-^:,:-r
regional economic development, there remain many difficulties:
' the form that the responsibility should take: ranging from (i) a hancs-: i

approach that emphasises getting big-picture macro-economic condi:::,-.
right for high level investment, to (ii) industry policy that targets panic-:-=
growth sectors, (iii) a program of subsidies and incentives for desiena:::
places, (iv) social security and other transfers to disadvantaged peopie :-
communities - the latter perhaps affected adversely by changes to pu: :
policy settings, or (v) some combination of all these;

. the appropriate distribution of that responsibility across up to four tiers --
government in a federal system: with a current emphasis in Australia on lc,;.,
self-help;

. the high transactions costs of coordinating action within and between thc-
tiers, between spatial and line departments, and between government and r:
private sector - we know very little of these costs;

. the strong possibility that governrnents barely control most of the key faclc-
influencing local development - technological change, lifestyle preference.
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demographics, international markets, leadership and entrepreneurial capacity,
cultures of thrift or trust;

. the paradox that the level ofaction best placed to develop regional policy on
account of motivation, interest and detailed SWOT knowledge (i.e. the local)
is always the one with the least economic and political power; and

. problems endogenous to the bureaucracy responsible for developing and
implementing policy. /

The last point has been the subject of intense scrutiny from the work of
\\-eber onwards and especially draws on work from the management literature,
:rom political science, and from sociology. For example Saber's (1981) work on
ile sociology of bureaucracy analyses the cause of endemic sub-optimal policy-
laking in terms of seven classes: Functional Disruption; Exploitation; Goal
Displacement; Provocation; Misclassification; Over-Commitment and Placation.
laese labels generally accord with Hall's (1980) own analysis of planning failure
:ased on the work of Cyert and March, Downs, and Niskanen (Sorensen and
Auster, 1989).

Recent research evaluating the New South Wales Mainstreet Program (Cook,
- 997) has turned up an excellent example of Goal Displacement and Functional
)isruption. The Program commenced with the urban planning aims of preserving
:.:chitectural heritage and improving streetscapes to which economic development
::ns were subsequently grafted - especially when the State Government needed,
:,: short notice, an appropriate program for its year of regional development (i.e.
3oal Displacement). However, the people involved in administering the program
::und it much easier and congenial to continue their focus on environmental
- atters rather than attempting the rather more uncertain and difficult task of
-.iou'ing regional development leadership and entrepreneurship (Functional
)':sruption). Typical of public choice analysis of bureaucracy is Tullock's
:ulanation of how the public sector appropriates consumer surplus and tends to
:', er-spend on the delivery of programs or services (Tullock, 1976).

Finally, let us look at evaluation. Rational public policy-making requires
:eriodic program evaluation for fine tuning or replacement purposes. This, too, is

-,:blematic, for it is ferociously difficult to evaluate realistically the impact of,
;;]. any public regional development program. Regional economists have

r:empted the task, but with little success for the simple reason that policy inputs
:-.'.raily constitute an almost infinitesimally small component of factors moulding
:'r:aordinarily open regional economic systems.

N\TIIESIS

The previous discussion has focused on some of the analytical needs of
'g:ional development practitioners which differ somewhat from the mainstream
::c':s of Regional Science. If the latter is to become more relevant to the former
rr: need to:
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l. emphasise the importance of many behavioural issues, especialll r- ::
arenas just discussed - regional growth processes, business developme:-- -0,-
politico-bureaucratic decision-makin g;

2. note the importance and diversity of place, which is especially impc-: :
huge, diverse, and empty countries like Australia;

3. caution against over-simplicity in analysis, whatever the attractire.--s-: :'r'

elegantly simple models - because regional development policl is ::* :
those 'wicked' arenas where the range of significant determining Ia;::-: r

enornous, extremely dynamic, highly interrelated, subject 1o f35his: Fn,:

prone to divergent interest group behaviour;
4. realise that the public sector controls very few of those factors to a sig:'.:i:

extent and has considerable difficulty in managing those that fal, '- n
domain (see Sorensen and Epps, 1993, ch. 2); and

5. emphasise future events more than current conditions and, given F\--= 
-

above, this will have to include substantial (and imaginative) qua-:-::-,:
appraisalto supplement the forecasts of quantitative models (see for err-:'c.
Naisbitt's (1994) most recent contribution to the art of futurology-). Tlr:s '. :r
is based on the notion that effective policy simply has to anticipate : :r;
changing world where that is the case, as with regional development pra--::3
The drafting of regional futurologies could become a worthwhile fcs; :"
academic and consulting activity.
One obvious final question is whether it is possible to develop partial cr ei s

synoptic models of regional development policy-making that take into a;i--'r
regional economic processes, the social and political contexts of policy'. tcse:,g
with the inadequacies of bureaucratic behaviour. The response must be 'unlt: -"

given the complexities of the subject. There is little mileage in preten:--i
otherwise, for regional development policy-making has probably been blig:.:::
for generations by overly simple partial understandings of reality. As Regi::-.:-
Scientists we all recognise that there is a long way to go before our understani::-.:
of various parts of regional systems are in a state where they can be ro..::
together into a general whole. The problem only gets worse when we add a pol::-.
dimension. Perhaps this explains why the development of regional policy uor.:-
wide has tended to proceed on a trial and (largely) error basis.

This raises the awesome prospect of, like Wagner's Der Fliegende HollZinde:
eternally sailing the seven seas in pursuit of a match between preferences ::
theoreticians and the needs of practitioners. But which is worse? That potential.;.
exciting and socially relevant journey or a studied separation of interests th":
works to some extent against the interests of both parties.?
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